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Abstract 

Autonomous agents are a challenging concept for 
future unmanned operations. Previous space and 
aeronautic missions highlight the lack of on-board 
intelligence to increase the decision making capa
bility and to efficiently react to unexpected sit
uation or events. Many agent-based. system ap
proaches exhibit good properties, as demonstrated 
in flight during the Deep Space! mission. This 
paper presents a multi-agent system framework 
with on-board planning, based on constraint solv
ing models, applicable to a constellation of satel
lites 

Introduction 
A constellation of satellites (formation flying) will re
quire more cost effective operation and significant in
crease in performances, pointing accuracy, reactivity 
and orbital control. It requires a global management of 
operations and interconnections, as well as an optimiza
tion of the utilization of communication links either be
tween the ground and space segments or between satel
lites. This requires to deal at the same time with sev
eral related system functions layered in different level 
of granularity. For example, a global configuration and 
operation modes management of the constellation has 
to be compliant with the diverse local modes switching 
or state transitions, involving cooperative or reflexive 
policies. 

The use of distributed functions over a spacecraft con
stellation (such as planetary observations) makes mis
sion planning more complex. Today's technology en
ables us to safely process on-board each satellite, a 
certain number of functions traditionally performed on 
the ground (such as attitude & orbit, state transi
tion and configurations, planning & scheduling). By 
joining distributed systems theory and emerging artifi
cial intelligence results, recent researches carried out in 
space (Ber98; MP98) and aeronautics (Yav94) domains 
emphasized the benefit of using Multi Agent Systems 
(lVIAS) (HJ96). In practical examples, MAS appears as 
a constructive approach that can tackle underlying diffi
culties like uncertainty, completeness (HJ96) and many 
applicative requirements (Yav94) such as: 

• Affordability: Modern systems can make use of com
ponents off-the-shelf which requires a better modu
larity of software and hardware. 

• Performances: Autonomous systems have to execute 
missions under real-time constraints requiring pow
erful observations, rapidly analyzing input data and 
selecting the right alternative. 

• Flexibility: Systems are expected to adapt their be
havior as required by changes in environment. This 
may require the system to dynamically reconfigure. 
It must then have the ability to build a good repre
sentation of its environment. 

• Availability: Systems must be able to handle and 
complete requests while reacting under real-time con
straints to environment modifications. 

• Sttrvivabil'ity: Systems that evolve in an hostile envi
ronment must deal with possible failures. Thus they 
must use fault tolerant mechanisms and possess dy
namic reconfiguration capabilities. 

• Safety: Agent deployment must guarantee a safe be
havior in respect to both other agents and human 
beings. 

MAS allows the design of global intelligent behaviors 
modeled through symbolic and logical representations 
(HJ96; WJ94). For instance, it is possible to formally 
specify how several agents can collaborate to perform a 
global "goal oriented" mission or to perform dedicated 
specific actions using a limited set of both discrete and 
continuous resources (payloads, energies, processing el
ements, ... ). The use of different forms of logic, sym
bolic reasoning and arithmetic inference provide vari
ous 'ways to model different problems. However benefit 
of these results is limited due to highly combinatorial 
explosion and complex collaborative behaviors. Thus 
decision making and operational capability is restricted 
if the implementation is only based on simple heuris
tics. 
Those combinatorial problems have been widely investi
gated in the Constraint Programming (CP) community. 
Stemming from logic programming, integer and math
ematical programming, Constraint Logic Programming 
(CLP) languages are recognized as powerful tools to 
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cope with difficult and large combinatorial problems 
(DHS90; CL96; GH99). Underlying models of the ap
proaches presented below could be expressed using a 
CLP language based on the simplex algorithm (ColS7) 
and other results from integer and linear program
ming (such as branch and cut (PR91)) but the solving 
method would be restricted to a linear existential part 
of the constraint language. In addition, memory space 
explosion prohibits the use of 0 -1 modeling techniques. 
In contrary, CLP offers a higher compositionality to 
express and solve complex NP-Hard problems by sepa
rating declarative and operational semantics defined on 
finite parts of Rand N with all their classical operators. 
On the declarative side, those constraint languages en
able us to model several related complex problems with 
a slight loss of completeness. On the operational side, 
dedicated search operators can be specified in order to 
design global search strategies (CL96). Furthermore, 
addressing task scheduling and multiple resource alloca
tion problems, recent results emphasized the efficiency 
of those approaches (DHS90; VSD95; Jou95; VSD95; 
CL96; GH99). In this paper, we consider a spacecraft 
constellation as a multi-agent system. In order to max
imize the final system efficiency, we investigate how 
planning under operational constraints can be modeled 
and related to the lVIAS behavior through a constraint 
programming approach. This necessitates considering 
at the same time several NP-hard sub-problems such 
as motion planning, collaboration constraints, observa~ 
tion and orbit allocation. The CLP properties offer a 
more compositional, generic and flexible way to sepa
rate model's expression from search strategy. 

Background 
Formation Flying Mission, (for example, a deep space 
or earth observation mission), can be characterized by a 
set of global goals to achieve with the delivery of mission 
data products. A goal is for example interferometry or 
stereovision from in-flight combined observations with 
multiple sensing resources (such as cameras distributed 
on several satellite platforms , ... ). 

Space mission 
vVe will consider a spacecraft constellation which for 
an operator submits mission goals with timing con
straints. The constellation is composed of a fixed num
ber of spacecraft (four for instance). Spacecraft fly in 
formation, very close from each other (a few tens of me
tel's). Each spacecraft is represented by a platform with 
Inter-Satellite Link (ISL) capability, and by a payload 
(synthetic aperture radar, spectrometer, ... ). 
In order to insure flexibility, availability and perfor
mances requirements, the constellation can be divided 
into sub formations that will simultaneously achieve 
distinct observations from different. orbits. Spare satel
lites might also be needed. Thus separating and/or 
combining observation maneuvers within t.he formation 
are part of the global mission plan. Consequently, flex
ibility of the platforms depends on the lVIAS global & 

local planning capabilities that control their roles (op
eration and configuration in hard real-time, from pre
dicted or unpredicted discrete events). 

A Multi-agent approach 

Global operation planning over the whole formation 
must always be safe for the mission, while local satellite 
control insures survivability. In our approach, when the 
local control task fails or an unexpected event occurs, 
an emergency procedure is triggered to secure the for
mation and a new plan is generated. It appears to be 
a suitable technique to dynamically combine and allo
cat.e various discrete event control locations levels and 
criticalities within a global planning. 
Spacecraft constellation as a category of MAS 
We assume that the constellation can constitute a sin
gle formation flying or be split into several ones. The 
constellation is represented as a MAS, composed of a 
set of collaborative cognitive agents, each one associ
ated with a spacecraft. At any time, only the leader 
spacecraft of a formation can generate a global mis
sion plan while the others are considered as reactive 
agents. Thus one formation can be seen as a reactive 
centralized architecture. However, a set of formations 
has t.o satisfy collaboration constraints defined below, 
so that when the constellation is divided into several 
formations, the associated MAS behaves as an hybrid 
deliberative architecture (HJ96). 
Action planning We assume that mission autonomy 
is mainly provided by the on-board system. We are 
considering in this section only actions and underlying 
constraints affected by the mission goals. Actions under 
consideration are discrete actuations for orbit manoeu
vres, observat.ion, separation and/or reconstitution of 
formations. 
Collaborative Policy At. the low level, to achieve 
an increased survivability, the collaborative behavior of 
the MAS framework includes emergency actions that 
place the constellation in a secured state. If this topic 
is not under the scope of this paper, it necessitates the 
computation of a new plan as the previous plan may be 
no longer feasible after an emergency has occured. At 
a higher level, a long term collaborative behavior must 
also be considered by the plan. It specifies how plans 
from separated formations are compliant. At a mini
mum, the collaborative policy states that every space
craft of a given formation obey the leader, and that 
formations have to be assembled in a given orbit, in a 
specifiecl time window. 
Coordination constraints Chaining orbit changes 
and observations requires scheduling on-board activi
ties in a compliant way with the formation plan. Thus, 
we have a local and a global level of coordination. In 
our model, we consider reconfiguration tasks and action 
execution supported by operational modes. Coordina
tion constraints are solved at the planning level. 
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Model-based planning 

In our approach, we consider the planning function as 
solving a set of constraint-based combinatorial prob
lems expressed as MAS or operational models like col
laborative policy, altitude or observations. 
CP and model-based computing A Constraint 
Logic Programming language can be viewed as an ex
tension of Logic Programming where unification is re
placed with constraint satisfaction. Logical predicates 
can be constraints interpreted in a mathematical alge
bra (JL87; VSD95) which is over the finite domains in 
our context: {P(R), +, -, *, >, =}. Such a language 
enables predicates composition through logical opera
tors and quantifiers. This leads to a more understand
able, compositional and modular problem representa
tion. 

lVIodel based computing is a practical way to take ad
vantage of those CLP properties (Jou95; AG98). The 
modeling method (Jou95; GH99) extracts and adapts 
invariant of each problem by a recursive decomposition 
until a tractable expression can be formalized. Those 
formal expressions involve mathematical variables and 
constrained predicates that represent respectively the 
problem combinatory and its invariants. So doing, the 
resulting global problem is represented with different 
related and heterogeneous models. Relations between 
models are conjunctions of constraints that maintain 
the global consistency by propagating local solutions 
between models. The distinction between the problem 
formulation and the solving facilities allows to find so
lutions for various goals automatically. 
Model based computing & constellation plan
ning In the following we decompose the planning 
problem in different sub-problems. Thus, the space
craft position and velocity are decomposed through path 
planning, altitude and the tirn.ing models. Therefore 
by combining solutions with classical orbitography, it is 
possible to extract attitude, positioning and speed along 
the plan. In fact combination of numerical computa
tion and symbolic reasoning is essential in autonomous 
systems (WN96). For instance, we still have to pre
pocess orbitography functions before solving the plan
ning problem. Moreover, the planning also satisfies col
laborative and coordination models. 

Path planning using graphs 

Each orbit is interpolated by a set of navigation points. 
Transfers are allowed between the different orbits in 
specific conditions defined on transition points. The 
very simplified orbit interpolation described above al
lows us to project orbits in an oriented 1-graph G = 
[X, U], where the set of vertices X represents naviga
tion points and the set of edges U represents orbit's 
arcs. 

Event based navigation model 
\Ve define a time horizon hEN that bounds the max
imum length of a plan in event time. \Ve duplicate the 
graph according to h and event time to model trajec
tory evolution through time defining a set of graphs 
{GO,G1, ... ,Gh}, each one connected to its immediate 
immediate neighbor in the event time by adding to each 
vertex an edge to its corresponding vertex at the next 
event time occurrence. The costs of additional edges 
are fixed and equal zero. 

At each vertex :r of the graph G, we associate the 
set w(a.;) of connected edges and a function d: Vx E 
X,dxO: {O, ... , h} -+ Q where dx(j) represents the 
operational time on vertex x in the event time j. If 
dx (j) = 0 the formation is not on the vertex x at the 
event time j, otherwise the formation is on the vertex 
x at operational time dx (j) in event time j. 
Identicaly each edge 11 of the graph G is associated to 
a function eu: V'Ll, E U,euO: {O, ... ,h} -+ {0,1} where 
each eu(j) represents the use of the edge 1t in the event 
time j. If ell (j) = 1 the path uses the edge 1t in the 
event time j, otherwise the edge 1t is not used in the 
event time j. This model is solved by instantiating 
dx (j) and eu (j) for each time event j. The graph G" is 
extended using additional edges and vertex in order to 
define a circuit between two points. This allows us to 
express paths constraint along the graph, as shown in 
the following models. 

Path consistency model 
On each vertex of the graph, the first Kirshoff law must 
be verified, stating that the sum of the incoming flow 
must equal the sum of the outgoing flow (constraint 1). 
A flow of capacity less or equal to 1 insures a path 
consistency along the graph edges. However, this well
known model (GM95) in Operation Research has to be 
extended to fit the event time representation. For each 
vertex x E X we respectively define sets w+(x), w-(x) 
of incoming and outgoing edges. 

h-l h-l 

Vx EX, 2: [2: e,,(j)] = 2: [2: eu(j)] (1) 
uEw+(x) j=O uEw-(x) j=O 

This constraint defines the global flow over the extended 
graph G" and also states the connectivity of the path 
over the graph. 

Transition Constraints 
Now, the operational times have to be consistent with 
the flows by defining a supplementary constraint (2) for 
transition over edges in U: 

V 11 = d E U, Vj E {O, ... , h -1}, 

ellen = (d,v(j) i- 0) 1\ (dxl(j + 1) i- 0) (2) 
--t. 

This constraint states that an edge xa.:' can belong to 
the path in the event time j if and only if the path goes 
through the vertex :r at event time j and through the 
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vertex x:' at event time j + 1. Finally, constraint (3) 
specifies that obviously, a route cannot use more than 
one edge for each time event: 

Vj E {0, ... ,h-1}, L eu(j)::; 1 (3) 
'lIEU 

Altitude model 
For each time event j and each spac'ecraft of the constel
lation we associate a discrete altitude slot as a global 
resource using a vector h(j) E {O, l}n of 0 -1 variables. 
The constant n is the number of possible slots. At the 
time event j, a spacecraft will be located at the altitude 
slot k if the kth component is set to hdj) = 1. Thus, 
we impose Vj, L~~=l hk(j) = 1 to insure the spacecraft 
belongs to a unique altitude slot at any time event. 
Each slot represents an interval which corresponds to a 
minimal perigee and a maximal apogee such that two 
orbits belonging to two distinct slots cannot overlap . 
The model also gives the travelling duration Pu(j) E Q 
required to cross an edge v. according to the initial and 
final altitudes at the time event j. Solving the alti
tude model necessitates finding the appropriated slot 
for each time event while satisfying the constraints de
fined hereafter. First, when the spacecraft does not 
change its altitude, the constraint (4) expresses the 
travel duration across an edge thanks to a linear func
tion. Second, when the spacecraft altitude changes, the 
constraint (5) approximates the travel duration across 
an edge using a linear combination of both starting and 
destination durations. 

Vj E {O, ... , h - I} / h(j) = h(j + 1) :::} 

:3d E U/d",(j) > 0 /\ d",,(j + 1) > 0 

/\ p---+,(j) = h(j) x B---+, 
xx: xx 

Vj E {O, ... , h -I} / h(j) i- h(j + 1) :::} 

-----+. 
:3xx' E U / d",(j) > 0 /\ d",,(j + 1) > 0 

(4) 

/\ p---+,(j) = A---+,h(j + 1) x B---+, + X-----+.h(j) x B---+, (5) 
xx xx xx xx' xx 

In both constraints, the constant vector B E Qn repre
sents the time duration required to cross the edge for 
each possible altitude. The resulting time duration is 
given by the variable p(j). The two constant scalars 
A,,\' E Q x Q allow to approximate the time duration 
for changing orbits. Those constants can be prepro
cessed using traditional orbitography. This model illus
trates the principles of modeling a set of elements (edges 
between different orbital locations) by taking advan
tage from problem's regularities and symetries instead 
of dealing with explicit set of elements. Nevertheless 
additional edges or more complex constraints can be 
defined to model non-regular orbital behaviors. 

Timing and Observability constraints 
For a given event time j, the value of d", (j) depends 
on the operational time d"" (j - 1) on the preceding 
vertex x:' in the path and the necessary time to go 

from x:' to x. Then, if 1l = ;;1 E w+(x:) is the edge 
that go from x' to x in G, we can state that if this 
edge belongs to the path, then the operational time 
d", (j) is defined as d", (j) = p----,+ + d"" (t - 1), otherwise 

xx 
d", (j) = O. By extending the preceding relation to the 
whole edges in w+(x), we define d", (j) using a maximum 
on (Pu + d"" (j - 1)) x eu (j - 1) in the preeceding event 
time for all v. E w+(x:). 
For an observation zone, we have to specify that the 
path must include the travel of this zone in a specific 
operational time window. lVloreover, this zone may be 
observed from several different orbits (i.e. several ver
tices of the graph G), and possibly with discrete se
quences of operational time windows. In the follow
ing, a vertex x of G corresponds to a possible obser
vation of a location in the operational time interval 
[tmin, tma",] if it belongs to a triplet fJ = (x, tmin, tma",). 
A discrete observation window of a specific location 
from various observation points can then be repre
sented as a set ~ of fJ involving the same vertices x: 
~ = {fJ = (X,tmin,tma",) I x E X, (tmin,t ma",) E Q2} 
According to constraint (6), a necessary observation of 
a zone ~ requires that the path contains at least one 

,travel onto vertex ;1; / (x, tmin, tma",): 

V~, :3fJ = (x, tmin ,tma",) E ~, 

:3j E {O, ... , h} / (d",(j) 2: tmin) /\ (d",(j) ::; tma",) (6) 

Collaboration model 
To maximize the use of the flying formation, accord
ing to the availability and performance requirements, 
the model allows us to divide the formation into several 
sub-formations. \Ve assUme that a plan is composed 
with a set of several separation steps between the con
stellation and formations and one assembling step at the 
end of the mission. The set of spacecrafts is denoted S, 
while a formation is denoted as F. A leader spacecraft 
of the constellation is denoted S E S. A spacecraft 
s E S is separated (resp. assembled) at the event time 
j%ep (resp. jass). In the constraints exposed hereafter 
we extend our notation to introduce quantification on 
spacecrafts. 

Separating and assembling spacecrafts 
\Ve consider a single separation date for each spacecraft 
along a plan horizon. Before separation, the spacecraft 
is controlled by a leader and thus follows the same route 
at the same altitude according to constraint (7) : 

V s E S, V j E [0, ... ,h] / j ::; j%ep :3x E X / d~ (j) > 0 

:::} d~ (j) > 0 /\ hS (j) = hS (j) (7) 
In order to maximize safety between spacecrafts dif
ferents routes always corresponds to different altitude 
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slots. Thus we relate collaborative model to altitude to 
fulfill anti-colliding requirements: 

Vs E S, V j E [0, ... , h], j > j:ep '* hS(j) =J hS(j) (8) 

Solving the collaboration problem requires us to instan
tiate the variable j%ep for each spacecraft. At least, with 
constraint (9), all the formations have to join in orbital 
rendez-vous defined by the variable jass: 

Vs E F, Vs' E F', hS(jass) = l/ (jass) 

1\ V :r E X, d~(jass) = d~' (jass) (9) 

Consistent behavior inside a formation 
The collaborative behavior requires us to solve con
straints inside the same formation. After a separation, 
a spacecraft of a formation remains at the same altitude 
slot, this leading to constraint (10): 

Vs E S, V j E [0, ... , h], j > j:ep '* hS(j) hS(j + 1) 
(10) 

Moreover, if two spacecrafts belong to the same forma
tion, they have the same separation date as well as the 
same route and altitude after a separation. 

Coordination model 
The planning function involves a coordination model 
for a given agent or for a whole formation. For each 
vertex of the graph and for each time event, a space
craft is in a given operational mode. If the modes are 
different between two vertices of the same edge, then a 
reconfiguration task is required. The operational mode 
of a spacecraft s E S, at the time event j E [0, ... , h] 
for a given vertex x E X is denoted 1\1! ~ (j) . 

Local coordination 
Along the plan, some of the modes are imposed by the 
vertex type, others have to be solved by the planner. In 
any case, the time taken to travel across the edge must 
be greater than the time taken to locally reconfigure a 
given spacecraft (constraint 11): 

--); 

Vxx' E U / e-i (j) = 1 1\ l\l{x' (j + 1) =J Mx (j) 
x:r 

'* dX 1 (j+1)-dx(j)'2C(Mx(j),Mxl(j+1)) (11) 

The predicate C(1\1, ]\I{') corresponds to the time taken 
to reconfigure the spacecraft between mode 111{ and 
mode 111{'. It is statically computed and remains in the 
agent knowledge. 

Global coordination 
As separating and assembling actions are executed com
monly we state that all the operational modes have to 
be equal to a specific mode during the separation. An 
analog constraint fit for the assembling action. Using 
this approach it is possible to represent complex con
figuration and compatibility problems. Even those are 
not within the scope of this paper. 

Solving the planning problem 
On the modeling baseline, many kinds of goals can be 
investigated. It is possible to search for a plan that sat
isfies all the model constraints, to complete an existing 
partial plan or to optimize an objective function cor
responding to an applicable trade-off in several ways 
(for example insuring availability by maximizing the 
number of spare spacecraft or minimizing the overall 
completion time). 

Automatic Solving Using CLP Language 
To solve the goal, a global control strategy has to be de
signed. We use Concurrent Constraint operators over 
Finite Domains (CC(FD)) (VSD95) as well as domain 
heuristics. To insure the consistency between model so
lutions, and to reinforce the concurrency bet~een the 
solving processes, CC(FD) offers the powerful control 
operators Ask & Tell. The satisfaction operator Tell 
states a constraint to the solver and the entailment op
erator Ask checks if a constraint is already satisfied. At 
the search process level, the Tell operator is used to 
exchange partial solutions between models through re
lations. When two partial solutions are not consistent, 
the system generates a backtrack event. The Ask oper
ator is used for the synchronization of the global search. 
Finally using those operators, global solving strategies 
including domain heuristics are designed to control the 
composite global search over models. An experiment 
has been developed using the Claire language (CL96) 
and the Finite Domain Eclair library (GS99) based on 
CC(FD) operators. Activated from a simulation frame
work (running on a Ultra Sparc 'Vorkstation), this pre
liminary implementation can handle up to 6 spacecrafts. 

Conclusion 
The pertinence of using Constraint Model Based Pro
gramming for specifying and solving the complex prob
lem of a Multi-Agent plan has been shown. We give 
a better alternative to heuristic-based behavior of tra
ditional multi-agent planners and open a new way to 
tackle complex cooperative behaviors. Moreover, this 
work highlights the feasibility of the approach for solv
ing spacecrafts formation plans,. by taking advantage 
of a more complete specification and by allowing the 
concurrent use of different models. However, models 
have to be validated according to their level of granu
larity and their quality of representation. Continuation 
of this work should focus on search strategies, satisfying 
properties like anytime and real-time. 
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